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GODDESS IN THE BOARDROOM

--

EMPOWERING THE WOMAN LEADER THROUGH THE COLLECTIVE CONSCIOUS

--

to that goddess who abides in all beings as power,
salutations to her again and again

--

- Devi Mahatmyam, Markandeya Purana
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Future Learning presents ‘Goddess in the
Boardroom’- one-of-its kind 3-day residential
program for Mid-Senior Women in Leadership
roles.
The feminine divine has always been powerful
and persuasive as a manifestation of fearless
leadership and the eloquent goddess!
Our ancient scriptures, mythology, history,
literature, politics and culture have always
reflected insights about the existence of a
strong female hero.

In keeping with our learning ethos to ‘reach
within and inspire ourselves’, the Program
helps look inwards, into our blood memory
to understand the ancient ‘female archetype’
towards visionary leadership.
Through reflection and introspection, we
follow a unique pedagogy, blending
facilitator-led coaching with meditation, yoga
and wellness.
Discover your inner leadership strengths to
Enhance, Empower and Energize the Leader
within you.

LEARNING DESIGN

Day 1
Getting 'back
to basics'

Day 2
Reaching
within
oneself

Day 3
Creating
suport
structures

Program outline
Introduction to the concept of archetypes
· Understanding - Western/ Asian, Male & Female
· Woman archetype - a ‘natural leader’

Sharing of universal barriers/ getting off the fence
‘Reaching within’ to discover innate unique leadership strengths
Driving inheritance through blood memory/ looking inwards
Purpose & Leadership in the current day context
Leadership Development overlaying traditional Leadership Models with self
reflective insightful perspectives from ancient Indian/ World mythology to
provide all encompassing, comprehensive frameworks
Management of Self in the Process of Leadership
· Involving Processes and flows/ variance in human behaviours
· Identifying/ Facing insecurities & fears

Questioning motives and driving principles
5 – to – GROW Model through the 5As of behavior change:
· Awareness
· Acknowledgment
· Acceptance
· Action
· Appreciation

FUTURE LEARNIN
With a vision to ‘transform lives through
Innovations In learning’, Future Learning, (a
Future Group company), Is one of corporate
India’s leading Skilling, Knowledge & Leadership Development organisations.
We offer distinct value propositions across
Corporate Capability Building, Skill Development & Employability and Education.

We aim to create a 'culture of performance'
by adopting a blended design and delivery
approach towards seamless alignment of
individual and organisational needs.
We constantly endeavour towards 'holistic
development' by empowering individuals to
discover their unique potential and transform
the ethos into their 'way of life'.

‘I am the Infinite Reality’

The FACILITATOR
Eika Chaturvedi Banerjee is one of
India's leading women business leader
& a corporate mythologist.
In her current role as the CEO, Future
Learning, Eika leads one of India's
largest - Skilling, Employability &
Livelihoods, Education and Corporate
Capability Building organizations.
Eika is an MBA from FMS-Delhi and
holds various Diplomas/ Certificates in
the area of Comparative Mythology,
Ethics & Morality, Business & Lifestyle
Coaching, Gender Policy & Governance
and Behavioral Assessment. She has
worked for over 17 years with Blue
Chip companies in various Leadership
roles as well as founded and created
two entrepreneurial ventures.
Eika is founder and curator of
Aakhyaan, India's First ever Annual
Mythology festival, a knowledge
platform that she has conceptualized
with department of Sanskrit, University
of Mumbai – to integrate the corporate
world, academia and popular culture.

She is also the creator and curator of
Future Learning's line of signature
programs, Bodhi-The Awakening, which
aim to explore and revisit ancient
wisdom in its various aspects, making it
relevant and applicable to modern-day
context.
Eika's passion revolves around enabling
and empowering enterprises, and
evangelizing the power of personal
efficiency and resonance. Eika derives
her strength and energy from the
Himalayas - Adventure Sports, Yoga,
Trekking, & Mountain exploration. She
believes in personal resonance &
efficiency, and 'Reaching Within', to
derive solutions & insights from ancient
wisdom. As a Woman Leader, She
aspires to energise, enrich & empower
the unlimited potential of the Feminine.
Eika is regularly, invited to speak at
various Industry forums, Corporate
Houses and Educational Institutes. She
has lived in Singapore & Sri Lanka, and
now in India, with her husband, and
two lovely teenage daughters.

To be attended by
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Woman in Mid-Senior Leadership roles
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www.futurelearning.in

